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Abstract 
This document serves to introduce the design team and their competition challenge, as well as to 
detail the progress of the project. The design challenge was presented by NASA Micro-g NExT’s 
SAVER (Surface Autonomous Vehicle for Emergency Rescue) competition; the goal was to 
design a self-driving water vehicle capable of delivering supplies to Orion astronauts separated 
from the rest of their crew in the case of a maritime emergency. However, the team was not selected 
to go forward in this competition and thus decided to scale down the size of the SAVER vehicle 
in order to shift the focus of the project toward testing and refining the technologies necessary for 
a successful future team. The team first performed research on the problem, outlining and refining 
a preliminary design through ideation and initial analysis. Additionally, since the Critical Design 
Review and the downsizing of the project, the team verified the design and carried through with 
final manufacturing, assembly, and testing. Post Critical Design Review, teams SAVER 1 and 
SAVER 2 parted ways to produce individual reports for the Final Design Review. The main body 
of this report will detail the SAVER 1 team’s overall design processes, effectively justifying the 
chosen design and providing confidence in the team’s final product. Furthermore, the team’s steps 
completed for manufacturing, testing, and verification of SAVER are also included in this report. 
Finally, project management timelines detail the team’s process for effective time management 
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1 – Introduction 
This project team consists of seven senior mechanical engineering students at California 
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo: Joshua Hoye, Josephine Isaacson, Holly Johnson, 
Tyler Jorgensen, Ethan Miller, Zachary Rannalli, and Adam Swarthout. The faculty advisor for 
this project is mechanical engineering professor Sarah Harding. The team is designing an 
autonomous watercraft for the 2021 NASA Micro-g NExT SAVER (Surface Autonomous 
Vehicle for Emergency Rescue) competition. For this design challenge, NASA Micro-g NExT 
and the Orion crew need a vehicle capable of autonomously delivering supplies to a stranded 
astronaut during a maritime emergency. 
Since the team was not selected to go forward to the second phase of the competition, the 
team decided to scale down the vehicle to half of the originally intended size to save costs and 
simplify manufacturing during the COVID-19 pandemic. Rather than focus on making this half-
scale model representative of every aspect of the competition’s scope, the team will prioritize 
testing and laying the groundwork for future Cal Poly teams to succeed going forward. 
This report will detail the updated scope of the project, explain the final design decision-
making process, overview the plan manufacturing, assembly, and testing, and outline the future of 
the project. Overall, it will serve to present a detailed description of the teams’ design as well as 
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2 – Background 
 This section will detail the background research completed and its relevance to our design 
challenge. The specifics of the competition will be highlighted, similar existing solutions will be 
described, and the regulations surrounding waterborne vehicles will be identified. Finally, 
technical research surrounding the navigation and propulsion systems of SAVER will be described 
in detail. 
 
2.1 – Competition Prompt and Info Sessions 
 The foundation for this project comes from the detailed description of the design challenge 
set forth by NASA’s Micro-G NEXT program. As a part of NASA’s Artemis program, manned 
mission launches will be increasing in efforts to return to the moon by 2024. With increased 
quantity of missions comes a greater risk of unplanned complications during water landings. 
Generally, the Orion capsule deploys a life raft for the crew to await the search and rescue (SAR) 
team; in this situation, there is a cause for concern that one of the members of the crew may become 
separated from the main life raft. NASA needs a way to rapidly tend to the immediate needs of an 
isolated crew member without diverting manpower from the main rescue party; therefore, NASA 
is requesting that university teams “design a surface vehicle capable of assisting astronauts in 
distress in a maritime environment, through the location and delivery of crew survival aids” 
(“Micro-g NExT 2021 Design Challenges”). 
 
2.2 – Existing Products and Procedures 
 
2.2.1 – Products 
 The hope for this project is to act as a force-multiplier and to allow the SAR team to respond 
as rapidly as possible. With that in mind, the team considered existing products and procedures. 
Unmanned aerial and marine vessel designs have been pushed forward for military and research 
purposes, following set paths to collect data, survey regions, or protect from aquatic assaults. 
Investigating these technologies allows the team to create a more robust design by building on top 
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The US Navy developed a product similar in capability to SAVER for harbor defense 
called the “Blackfish,” seen in Figure 2.1. This device has been deployed to scout abnormalities 
in sonar readings rather than spreading resources thin by deploying a unit of soldiers (Hambling). 
It is essentially a remote-controlled jet ski with some extra off-the-shelf hardware. Because jet ski 
propulsion does not allow for the vehicle to move at very low speeds, the design also incorporates 
bow thrusters.  
 
Figure 2.1. US Navy’s prototype for Blackfish, a harbor defense device used to scout and 
potentially eliminate abnormalities in sonar scanning (Hambling).  
 
Although Blackfish’s primary purpose is to detect and eliminate potential threats to harbor 
safety, products such as Hydronalix’s Emergency Integrated Lifesaving Lanyard (EMILY), seen 
in Figure 2.2, shares with SAVER the goal of deploying safety equipment to victims in distress.  
EMILY is a remote-control safety device used by lifeguards to reach victims in poor conditions 
without risk to themselves. After successfully reaching the victim, the device will deploy a life 
jacket and recovery line, much like SAVER’s need to deploy the specific safety equipment after 
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Figure 2.2. EMILY remote-control rescue device by Hydronalix (EMILY). 
 
Some other products that relate to SAVER’s functions may be found in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1. List of additional relevant products. 
Product 
Name 





Remotely operated vehicle used for deep ocean exploration. Remotely 
controlled by personnel on mothership using joystick. Comprised of many 
sensors for research of deep ocean environments. 
(“ROV Deep 
Discoverer”) 
Free-Fall Lifeboat Survitec 
Manned vehicle designed to withstand being dropped from a significant 
height. Vessel contains a single propeller in the rear, and the mass distribution 
allows for it to self-right itself. 
(Survitec) 
Navy Sea Hunter Vigor Industrial 
Autonomous unmanned surface vehicle launched used for anti-submarine 




There are some important lessons to learn from all these products. They all provide 
examples of hull shape, propulsion systems, and steering systems. Many also provide examples of 
hardware and sensors to support the navigation systems. Another interesting feature that was not 
consistent across the board was aesthetics; SAR applications tend to utilize bright, noticeable 
colors, while military applications tend to use cold colors. 
In addition to the physical properties of the boat, there are products that provide insight 
into the identification and navigation aspects of SAR. The aeronautical industry has accelerated 
the need of autonomous distress tracking (ADT) since the 2014 Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 
disappearance, whose search operation summed to $150 million. ADT technology allows the 
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systems like that of Blue Sky Network’s Hawkeye with reduced range and increased speed as a 
baseline for its autonomous action (Aerospace Testing International).  
 
2.2.2 – Patents 
Research into existing patents also proved to be beneficial to our team’s understanding of 
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Tracking of autonomous 
systems 
David C. Baughman 
(Honeywell International 
Inc.) 
A two-beacon setup 
transmits successive signals 
that can be tracked by 
















A water environment robot 
system includes a control 
station, an underwater 
robot vehicle, and water 
surface robot vehicle. 




Richard L. K. Woodland 
An autonomous marine 
vehicle is comprised of a 
rigid hull capable of heavy-
duty applications. It uses 
various sensors and 
hardware to move 
autonomously. 
(Woodland) 
US6558218B1 Overboard rescue system 
Eric C. Hansen 
(US Secretary of Navy) 
A self-powered propulsion 
service vehicle delivers 
floatation devices to 




System and Method for 
Autonomous Tracking 
and Imaging of a Target 
Amy L. Kukulya, 





A submersible device is 
used to autonomously tag 






and Receiving Apparatus 
Adapted to Indicate or 
Give Warning of the 
Presence of a Metallic 
Body, such as a Ship or a 
Train, in the Line of 
Projection of such Waves 
Christian Huelsmeyer 
A transmitter releases 
waves, which bounce back 
and are detected by a 
receiver. This system 
detects the direction of a 









Wave Projecting and 
Receiving Apparatus for 
Locating the Position of 
Distant Metal Objects 
Christian Huelsmeyer 
This system detects the 
proximity of a metallic 
body relative to the device 
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Many of the patents researched were directed toward the autonomous feature of the 
marine vehicle, and thus described how an autonomous system works and the principles of path-
following capabilities and motion-controlling systems. That said, many lacked the direction-
finding capabilities needed for SAVER to fulfill its navigation functions. Early radar technology 
provides a base understanding of the principles of location-finding, and further research will 
allow for a better understanding of how to refine precision and filter noise. Additional research 
into aerial technologies specifically will likely yield even more insight. 
 
2.3 – Standards and Regulations 
 Autonomous marine vehicles (AMVs) have legal ambiguity when assessing risks and 
liabilities. All marine surface vehicles follow the International Regulations for Preventing 
Collisions at Sea (COLREGs) set forth by the International Maritime Organization (IMO). These 
regulations include rules for steering, lights, sounds, and most importantly, traffic (COLREG). It 
is easy to assume that AMVs need to follow these regulations, but the definition of AMVs results 
in legal ambiguity. The legal status of AMVs is explored in a Case Western Reserve Journal of 
International Law report. The report claims that a large obstacle AMVs face in decerning lawful 
operation is their sizing (Vallejo). Captain Marc Deglinnocenti of the US Coast Guard has been 
seeking regulations that apply to AMVs. Deglinnocenti outlines rules within COLREGs that 
exempt devices under 7 meters in length from normal vessel regulations (Deglinnocenti). Due to 
the size restrictions set by NASA, SAVER will not come near to this length, thus bypassing 
specific COLREGs that might complicate the system.  
 
2.4 – Technical Research 
Due to the specificity of SAVER’s purpose, a multitude of technical constraints and 
opportunities had to be considered before effective design could begin – some of which were 
prescribed by the competition host, and others which arose from analysis of the current situation.  
Each astronaut will be equipped with NASA’s personal locator beacon (PLB), nicknamed 
“ANGEL” (Jenner). The beacon transmits GPS location data on the international distress 
frequency band of 406 MHz, which is then relayed to a mission control center who determines an 
appropriate response. More importantly for SAVER’s design, ANGEL produces a 121.5 MHz 
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to detect the homing frequency and calculate a bearing towards the beacon (“Micro-g NExT 2021 
Design Challenges.”). There are a variety of technologies that are used for direction-finding, such 
as correlative interferometry, dual-dipole antenna systems, loop antenna systems, and Doppler.  
 
 
Figure 2.3. NASA’s personal locator beacon, ANGEL (Mazzuca). 
 
A correlative interferometer uses an antenna system to detect the phase change of an 
incoming radio signal. These signals are then compared to a theoretical set of phase changes 
captured in the calibration of the device when no radio wave emitters are present. The difference 
between these two sets of data result in a sequence of correlation coefficients. The largest 
coefficient indicates the direction of the emitter. For example, if the correlative interferometer in 
Figure 2.4 were in use and the emitter was south of the interferometer, the bottom antenna would 
have the largest correlation coefficient. The active range that these devices detect are usually 
between 0.1 to 300 GHz (Shi). This range could be problematic for SAVER because the 121.5 
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Figure 2.4. Correlative interferometer used for direction-finding (Shi). 
 
Doppler direction-finding analyzes the doppler shift of a signal sampled by a spinning 
antenna. The operation of spinning an antenna and collecting data from it is cumbersome and 
difficult to achieve, so pseudo-Doppler analysis was created. Pseudo-Doppler analysis uses a 
static array of antennae and switches between them in rapid succession. By measuring the signal 
at each point, the system can produce similar results to the physically spinning system. These 
devices must be large in order to measure a reasonable doppler shift (Rudersdorfer). This size 
could mean this option is not viable for SAVER. 
A simple dual-dipole direction-finding system can be employed to determine orientation 
relative to the signal and thus guide location and path finding, as demonstrated by Braden Huber 
in his BYU master’s thesis (Huber). These devices find the vector difference between two sets of 
orthogonal antennae. The antenna pairs capture the signal, and a micro-controller or other 
computer system compares the characteristics of the signal such as phase, amplitude, or frequency. 
An example of these technologies is the Watson-Watt technique, which compares the amplitudes 
of the signals (Rudersdorfer). More research needs to be performed to determine the best option 
for the SAVER device. 
Researching related products and patents has uncovered a myriad of viable propulsion 
systems that could be used for SAVER. The Navy’s Blackfish design uses a jet ski motor system 
that produces high speeds but has limits in maneuverability (Hambling). The Hydronolix EMILY 
utilizes a similar jet ski propulsion system, which minimizes risk of harm to victims since the 
impellor is hidden inside the hull (EMILY). Another viable option is using caged propellers, 
which are used most-commonly by research vessels like the Deep Discover from the Global 
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direction for the propulsion system will be further explored during the ideation and decision 
processes for SAVER. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Deep Discover by the Global Foundation of Ocean Exploration, with caged 
propellers on the bottom of the device (US Department of Commerce). 
 
Since this project is being designed for a proof of concept in a competition, NASA has 
given certain specifications which may not necessarily reflect its real-world application. One such 
feature is the power source requirement; SAVER cannot utilize onboard power or compressed gas 
and must instead use a 12V DC 25A power outlet via an umbilical tether (“NBL Engineering and 
Safety Requirements for Micro-g NExT”). The Cal Poly SAVER team will still design with a 
battery in mind for hull shape, weight balancing, and to prove real-world applicability in the 
design. 
As previously discussed, SAVER will be deployed using up to a Group 2 UAV, which puts 
considerable constraints on size and weight capacities. Generally, Group 2 UAVs have a maximum 
weight of 55 pounds, while Group 1 UAVs can only carry up to 20 pounds (“Micro-g NExT 2021 
Design Challenges”). Some of the leading UAVs in the Group 2 category have been shown to have 
a payload capacity of between 22 lb and 35 lb (PrecisionVision 35). Given the constantly evolving 
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penalty, it is reasonable to design our craft for the current upper limit of the industry for Group 1 
UAVs. 
 
3 – Objectives 
 
3.1 – Problem Statement 
To alleviate the need to divert power from the main rescue effort and to respond to other 
search and rescue needs more rapidly, NASA's landing and recovery team needs an autonomous 
water vehicle to help locate and aid astronauts who have been separated from their crewmembers. 
 
3.2 – Boundary Diagram 
Figure 3.1 shows how the SAVER product interacts with its environment. In this boundary 
diagram, the dotted line represents a boundary where objects inside are within design control, 
objects on the border must be interacted with but are outside of design control, and objects outside 
are beyond the need of consideration. SAVER first must interact with the signal of the ANGEL 
beacon, where it will be dropped within range of the target by an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 
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Figure 3.1. Boundary diagram showing what is within design control and how the product 
interacts with its operating environment. 
 
3.3 – Quality Function Deployment 
Upon defining the product and its environments, a full quality function deployment (QFD) 
diagram, also called a House of Quality, is developed to help identify how to make the product 
effectively. The full diagram is in Appendix A of this document. This House of Quality identifies 
and organizes customers, needs and wants, competitors, and specifications for the product. The 
process of researching and relating these categories helps the team to think through priorities, 
strengths, and weaknesses, as well as to have a singular place to reference this information. 
From the problem statement and preliminary research, the Cal Poly SAVER team 
determined a full list of customers, or “Who’s,” involved in this process. The first is the sponsor 
of the project, NASA’s Landing and Recovery team, who had a need for the product. This product 
is needed to aid a search and rescue team to serve astronauts, making up the next two customer 
categories. Finally, the manufacturers creating the product will also be involved in the process of 
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The sponsor, NASA’s Landing and Recovery team, laid out a distinct set of wants and 
needs for this product design: 
 The vehicle shall be capable of being dropped from a 10-15-foot height into the maritime 
environment. 
 The vehicle shall be capable of being carried on a Group 1 (small) or Group 2 (medium), 
close range UAV. 
 The vehicle shall be capable of transporting (carrying or towing), at a minimum, the 
following items to the victim:  
a. Water (1 liter minimum - 2.5 Liters max per Human Systems Integration Standard)  
b. Medical kit (Orion 0.6 lb. kit)  
c. Spare Life Preserver Unit (LPU)*  
d. Contingency/Spare 406 MHz Second-Generation Beacon (ANGEL)  
e. Survival Radio Optionally, the following may also be included:  
f. Inflatable life raft (considering size/mass considerations)  
* Note: A pair of Orion LPU lobes with an existing, integrated ANGEL beacon may 
be used in lieu of other options for requirement c. 
 The vehicle shall be capable of using existing equipment to detect the ANGEL beacon 
121.5 MHz homing signal in order to guide the vehicle toward the beacon. 
 The vehicle shall be capable of traveling to the person in distress via the most direct route 
in an autonomous manner, including: 
a. Unmanned operation (no local or remote human intervention)  
b. Programmed with mission profiles to address specifics of rescue scenario 
 The vehicle shall include protections in software/hardware to ensure no harm to the crew 
upon arrival in their vicinity. 
 The vehicle must be able to float in water. 
 
Engineering specifications are identified in response to the needs and wants of the clients. 
They provide a quantifiable way to test that needs are being met. The specifications for this project 
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Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 Gross Weight 20 lb Max. M T, A 
2 Vehicle Speed 2 m/s max. Min. M T, A 
3 Material Strength 15 m water impact Min. L T, A 
4 Waterproof IP66 Min. M T, I 
5 Shock Absorption 
15 m water impact 
without 
disconnecting 
Min. L T, A 
6 Storage Capability 7 lb Min. M T, A, I 
7 Beacon Locating 1 nautical mile Min. M T, A, S 
8 Tracking and Path Finding 1 nautical mile Min. H T, A, S 
9 Accessibility 
2 min. to recover 
supplies 
Max. L T, I 
10 Environment Durability 8.5 ft swell Max. M A 
 
 
Compliance is the way to determine whether a design meets a specification. The methods 
and labels associated with it are Testing (T), Analysis (A), Inspection (I), or Similarity to an 
Existing Product (S). The following is how our team intends to measure each specification: 
1. Gross Weight: The weight can be calculated during the design process from material 
properties and technical specifications. It may further be measured once a model of the 
system has been developed. 
2. Vehicle Speed: The max vehicle speed may be modeled and later tested. 
3. Material Strength: The strength of the outer material will be calculated to make sure it is 
able to withstand the impact of a 15 m drop. A drop test will be conducted upon assembly 
of the device. 
4. Waterproof: The device will be designed and tested to prevent dust and water from being 
able to enter the electronic hardware system while sealed. There will also be visual 
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5. Shock Absorption: A basic model will be developed to make sure that the electronic 
hardware is able to withstand the impact of a 15 m drop. A drop test will be conducted 
upon assembly of the device. 
6. Storage Capability: Since the device must be able to tow or carry loads, it should be able 
to carry at least 7lb of additional weight while maintaining a high enough maximum speed 
and average speed. This can be analyzed and later tested by attaching a load to the device. 
7. Beacon Locating: The system will be designed to receive transmissions and locate the 
source of a distress beacon. This can be tested upon product assembly and compared with 
products currently on the market. 
8. Tracking and Path Finding: The system will be designed to receive transmissions and 
locate the source of a distress beacon. This can be tested upon product assembly and 
compared with products currently on the market. 
9. Accessibility: Mounting of payloads should be simple enough that someone floating in 
water can retrieve the contents in a reasonable about of time, especially with limited 
maneuverability. This specification will be tested and inspected by various members of the 
team. 
10. Environment Durability: The device should be able to withstand average ocean conditions, 
so it will be modelled to handle impact from waves and materials will be selected to handle 
the salinity of the water. There is no reliable way to physically verify this specification 
given the testing limitations of the team, but there may also be some testing in milder 
conditions. 
 
Risk is the predicted difficulty of meeting a specification, measured as low, medium, or 
high. The only high-risk specification from below is tracking and location finding. This is because 
transporting to a location autonomously with variable conditions takes a considerable amount of 
effort and fine-tuning to be reliable. Since this specification is essential to the functionality of the 
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4 – Concept Design 
 
4.1 – Ideation 
The team took part in multiple activities to develop innovative solutions for SAVER. The 
function tree in Figure 4.1 was created in order to break the SAVER device into its functions. In 
order to get to that point, the team brainstormed on the Google Jamboards found in Appendix B.  
 
Figure 4.1. Function tree for SAVER. 
 
The team determined that in order to complete the main function of saving astronauts, four 
main subfunctions needed to be achieved. SAVER must: deploy from the UAV, carry the supplies 
for the victim, navigate to the victim, and administer supplies to the victim. The designs resulting 
from this ideation must perform these functions to be considered. The four functions were then 
distributed to the members of the team for concept and prototype models to be produced. These 
models can be found in Appendix C. 
To see how each model ranked against one another, Pugh matrices were created. A rating 
was given based on how each model preformed the given function. An example would be rating 
how well a hinged hatch design would administer the load and carry the supplies to the astronaut 
versus how a detachable payload design. The matrices can be seen in Appendix D. The Pugh 
matrices allowed the team to discard any designs that could not perform their functions or meet 
certain requirements. The top five ideas for each function were put into the morphological matrix 
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Figure 4.2. Morphological matrix for top five ideas of each function. 
 
Each team member then created a full concept design for SAVER using these function 
ideas. The member would choose what they thought could be a viable design for each function and 
combined them to create a complete system. Each team member created a top idea from this matrix, 
which would then be evaluated against the other designs. Idea 1 had a shaped hull with dual side 
propellers attached to pontoons, with an internal latched payload. Idea 2 featured a torpedo shape 
with jet ski propulsion and a hinged locking lid which held the payload internally. Idea 3 chose a 
shaped hull with dual side propellers and pontoons much like Idea 1, except the payload was 
strapped and buckled externally to the rear and the propellers were against the body of the hull. 
Idea 4 showcased a shaped hull with shock-absorbing pontoons, a jet ski propulsion system, and a 
hatched lid hiding the payload internally. Ideas 5 and 6 were both propelled by a jet ski system and 
latched lids for internal payloads, but Idea 5 had a shaped hull with a weighted bottom while Idea 
6 had a torpedo-like hull with two fins. Lastly, Idea 7 incorporated a torpedo-style hull with winged 
propellers and a latched lid for storing the internal payload. To compare and debate each design, 
the weighted design matrix in Appendix E was created and analyzed. Images of the designs are 
also included in that appendix. 
 
4.2 – Concept Selection 
The two designs that tied in score in the team's weighted decision matrix analysis were 
Idea 2 and Idea 3 – a jet-ski style propulsion system with a rudder to steer, and a dual propeller 
system for steering and propulsion. The team investigated the pros and cons of both designs to 
come up with a design which combined the strengths of each. Upon discussion, the team 
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single motor, and manufacture. Additionally, this type of propulsion is less common for small craft 
than propellers, and thus would have been more difficult to research going forward. Furthermore, 
the inclusion of two propellers for both steering and propulsion allow for a simpler controls system, 
since both forward motion and rotation could be controlled by throttling one or both propellers. 
Another large disparity between the two designs was whether the payload should be internally or 
externally mounted; the jet ski design had the payload inside of the hull while the propeller design 
had the payload mounted inside a removable container on the outside of the hull. Ultimately, the 
team decided to store the payload inside of the hull to facilitate efficiency in hull and propulsion, 
as well as to eliminate to possibility of the payload separating from the hull. Additionally, this 
decision allowed the team to focus their design efforts on a single hull shape rather than a hull, 
payload container, and mounting mechanism. In order to best survive the impact with the water, 
both designs featured a pointed hull. Since both designs had this feature, it was selected for the 
final design. Additionally, this pointed hull design allowed for increased hydrodynamic efficiency 
when interacting with the water. With these ideas in mind, the team combined the strengths of each 
design and decided on a final concept design which features a pointed hull, two side mounted 
propellers for propulsion and steering, and an internal compartment for the payload. 
 
4.3 – Design Direction 
In December, the Cal Poly SAVER team received news that they were not selected to 
continue participation in NASA’s Micro-g NExT competition. The team is continuing with the 
project but is treating it as a proof of concept for later teams at Cal Poly to work off of. This means 
the team will be working at a decreased scale to simplify manufacturing, and not adhering to some 
of the requirements set by NASA such as the weight, max speed, and specific frequency for the 
distress beacon. The final design will reflect these changes, but the concept design is still based 
off the full-scale design. 
The concept design features a propeller-driven craft with a shaped hull and an internal 
storage compartment. A sketch of this concept design is shown in Figure 4.3. The team also intends 
to investigate using an electronically opened hatch for ease of access, as well as visual and auditory 
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Figure 4.3. Sketch of final design direction. 
 
Figure 4.4. Isometric view of preliminary CAD model. 
 
4.3.1 – Manufacturing 
 The manufacturing of SAVER will be divided by main subsystems of the vehicle. The 
main shell houses the key electronics, propulsion systems, and payloads required for the 
1. Rigid Hull 
2. Cargo Hatch 
3. Side Mounted Propellers 
4. Lightweight Reinforcement 
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competition. This section will serve to highlight the various ways in which manufacturing 
SAVER’s shell may take place. Additionally, the components used for controlling and propelling 
the vehicle will be discussed in a later subsection.  
 
4.3.2 – Shell 
 The shell of SAVER will likely fall in line with the construction methods of many other 
waterborne vehicles. A simple design of foam wrapped in a hard-outer shell will provide adequate 
buoyancy and protection against the elements. While neither the type of foam nor the type of outer 
shell material have been chosen, the manufacturing process remains relatively independent of the 
material selection within the foam/shell category.  
 Beginning with the foam, there are several different types that can be used. These range 
from everyday Styrofoam (polystyrene) to expanded polystyrene (EPS) and polyurethane (PU). 
The material properties of each vary, but the way in which they can be shaped and manufactured 
remains constant. Beginning with a foam block with dimensions greater than that of the final 
SAVER product, chunks of the block are cut off to resemble a rough shape of the vehicle. Tools 
with greater precision are used to refine the rough cutout while sandpaper and rasps serve to create 
the final details. This process, in theory, is relatively straightforward; however, this is not to 
undermine the extremely time-consuming nature of shaping foam. Shaping and carving the foam 
to its final dimensions will likely be the most labor-intensive part of constructing SAVER and is 
one of the biggest downfalls of this small-scale manufacturing process.   
 An alternative method to the foam interior involves the use of commonly available chicken 
fencing wire. The hexagonal matrix of the wire mesh can be used to quickly create the rough 
outline of SAVER’s intended shape. While this method may not yield adequate strength, its rapid-
prototyping nature may prove beneficial in testing various outer shell materials. Should the 
strength concern be addressed properly, this method may be adequate for the final prototype.  
 Once the foam has been shaped to the desired shape, the process of wrapping the foam can 
begin. Wrapping gives the foam strength, rigidity, and puncture resistant properties. Depending on 
the type of foam and wrap used, the foam may require a protective barrier between itself and the 
wrap. In the case of a polyester resin bonding agent used in culmination with polystyrene, the foam 
must be shielded to prevent the resin from dissolving the foam and ruining the structure. The wrap 
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benefits, the cost and complexity of a resin/fiber combination will most likely force the team to 
utilize plastic. SAVER itself does not require significant strength to perform the actions of the 
mission; it is for this reason that a low cost, commercially available thermoplastic will likely be 
used. Before applying the plastic to the foam, a protective heat shield will need to be applied to 
prevent the hot plastic from melting the foam during the forming process. After the foam has been 
shielded, the thermoplastic of choice can be heated and molded to the curves of the foam. The 
resulting combination will have a foam interior and plastic exterior. This composite body will yield 
excellent buoyancy and adequately fulfill the strength requirements of the SAVER vehicle. 
 Alternatively, the hull may be constructed first using a negative mold, which will then be 
filled with a material such as spray foam. This method would likely lead to a thinner, smoother 
shell, and could utilize a lower density infill since it does not need to accommodate the 
manufacturing process. However, manufacturing a negative mold could potentially be a more 
time-consuming and difficult process depending on what resources are available to us. 
 
4.3.3 – Mechatronics 
Autonomy of the SAVER device will be directed by a microcontroller running in a 
multitasking configuration. This allows the device to perform beacon-locating and direction-
finding while simultaneously acting as the brain of the propulsion and steering subsystems. This 
functionality is crucial to ensure that the craft will be able to update navigation calculations without 
interrupting the execution of existing instructions.  
To accomplish tracking of the ANGEL beacon, Cal Poly’s SAVER device will utilize the 
Watson-Watt method of radio direction finding. Research on radio direction finding 
methodologies revealed that other common devices such as Doppler (or pseudo-Doppler) and 
interferometry were not suitable due to the craft’s size constraint and the frequency that is desired 
to be tracked respectively (Wei). A Watson-Watt device, however, can easily be designed to 
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Figure 4.5. Schematic of Watson-Watt system using Adcock antenna. U1-4 are the voltage 
signals coming from the antennas, passing through a A/D converted to the computer for filtering 
and calculations (“Introduction to the Theory of Direction Finding” 33). 
 
The Watson-Watt method works by using an array or loop of antennas to compare the 
phase disparities over a known area. The distress signal will induce a sinusoidal voltage in each of 
the antenna with known amplitude. Since the wavelength of the signal and the distance between 
antenna pairs are known, the difference in phase can be used to determine the orientation of the 
antenna pair to the signal origin (Rudersdorfer). To compare the voltage signals, discrepancies 
such as polarization or multipath errors must be eliminated through extensive filtering and 
calculation (Sadler). This is not a trivial step, and will take hundreds of hours of coding, testing, 
and configuration to tune. After SAVER’s microcontroller completes these processes, a bearing 
angle towards the distress beacon can be produced. A simplified schematic of the Watson-Watt 
process is shown in Figure 4.5. 
A compilation of the bearing angles will allow SAVER to create a path to the most likely 
position of the beacon. As more bearings are collected, the position will become more accurate, 
and the path will become more up to date. Storing the path would be a necessary feature in case 
the signal from the beacon is lost. SAVER will still be able to carry out the mission by following 
its most recently updated path to the last known position, even without a consistent signal. The 
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implementation onto the microcontroller. The path will also be pulling points for propulsion and 
steering values due to the variability of the direction-finding outputs, acting like a damper in a 
mechanical system. More research needs to be done into a microcontroller with adequate 
processing power and antennae with sufficient range for the 1 square nautical mile that SAVER 
needs to act in. 
Two thrusters will be mounted both sides of SAVER to achieve our propulsion and 
steering. The thrusters will be individually controlled to allow steering via differential power 
allocation. This will require two separate motor controllers. More extensive drag calculations and 
fluid simulations will need to be carried out before selecting the exact thruster, but the SAVER 
team intends to purchase them from a third party.  
 
4.4 – Preliminary Analysis 
To get an estimate for thrust capability of the propellers, a simple drag calculation may be 
used. The specification for this device states that the maximum speed must exceed 2 meters per 
second. The hull of the device can be modeled as a stationary sphere with a drag coefficient of 0.5 
in a flow of water moving at 2 meters per second (Pritchard).  
                                                                      𝐹 =  𝐶 𝜌𝑉 𝐴                                        Eq. 1 
The estimated height and width of SAVER is 1 meter by 0.3 meters. In order to simplify the model, 
the sphere will be dimensioned at a diameter of 0.4 meters to mimic the front portion of the device. 
Assuming incompressible flow and neglecting drag from the air, Equation 1 can be used with  
ρ = ρH2O = 997 kg/m3 and frontal area, 𝐴 = 𝜋𝐷  (Pritchard). Half the surface area of the sphere 
was used in the equation because only half of the boat is in the water. 











𝜋(0.4 [𝑚])  
 
𝐹 =  63 𝑁 
This means that the dual-propeller setup must produce at least 63 Newtons of thrust in order to 
achieve the required maximum speed. The thrust of propellers is usually given in units of 
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information about the size and cost of similar propellers which can be used for initial budget and 
designs for SAVER. 
 
4.5 – Risks, Challenges, and Unknowns 
From initial analysis, the team anticipates two major areas of concern regarding safety 
during the testing and operation of the vehicle, along with other factors that may arise during the 
construction and testing phases. Those areas of greatest concern are electrical isolation and 
propeller impedance during operation, as well as material safety concerns and challenges related 
to manufacturing, assembly, and testing safely during COVID-19. A full hazard analysis 
accompanied by potential solutions may be found in Appendix F. 
In order to mitigate the risk of electrical hazard the team will ensure that all electrical 
components are contained within a watertight container, or “dry box,” and that all connections 
between this dry box and the NBL are thoroughly protected against contact with water. This 
isolation and protection will be tested using a prototype of the dry box and external connection 
points with power disconnected in order to verify the safety of the design.  
Additionally, the rotating propellers providing propulsion and control of the craft could 
pose a hazard should a foreign object or any external testing equipment contact the blades. In order 
to mitigate this risk, the propellers will be protected by cage-style covers. The efficacy of the 
covers will be ensured by testing the craft in an environment with debris in order to verify that 
they prevent contact between the propellers and any foreign objects.  
 Currently, the team is strongly considering using a fiberglass composite material for 
SAVER. This material, and the resin used in the fabrication process, poses certain dangers during 
the manufacturing process. The team will continue to research safe practices for working with 
fiberglass, including consulting with composites professors at Cal Poly, to ensure that all potential 
risks are known and that all necessary precautions are taken. Additionally, given the current 
restrictions as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the team will have very limited access to the 
fabrication facilities usually available on campus. With this in mind, the team plans to focus their 
design efforts on maximizing the number of off-the-shelf parts and minimizing the need for 
specific manufacturing. Additionally, the team will prioritize a design which can be easily 
manufactured and assembled in separate locations, based off each team members individual ability 
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manufacturing and assembly, this approach minimizes the risk of contracting COVID-19 without 
preventing the team from being able to manufacture or assemble the design. 
 Once a working prototype is fabricated, the following tests will be conducted to ensure the 
safety of the design. 
Safety Testing Procedure: 
Electrical Shock 
1. Circuit Dry Box 
a. Fully submerge SAVER for 1 minute 
b. Remove SAVER from water 
c. Check for leaks using chlorophenol red water detection paper 
2. External Power Supply 
a. Connect SAVER to external power supply 
b. Remove SAVER from water 
c. Check external power supply connection for leaks using chlorophenol red 
water detection paper  
Propeller Impedance 
1. Waterborne Debris 
a. Operate SAVER in testing pool with small debris like that which may be 
found in the ocean 
b. Remove SAVER from water 
c. Inspect propellers for damage 
2. Propeller Strike 
a. Strike SAVER propeller guards with small piece of foam 
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5 – Final Design  
In December, the Cal Poly SAVER team received news that they were not selected to 
continue participation in NASA’s Micro-g NExT competition. The team continued with the project 
but prioritized their product as a proof of concept for later teams at Cal Poly to work off. This 
means the team worked at a decreased scale to simplify manufacturing, and the team no longer 
had to prioritize adhering to certain requirements set by NASA such as the weight, maximum 
speed, and specific frequency for the distress beacon. The final design reflects these changes, but 
the concept design was still based off the full-scale design. 
With the downscaling of SAVER due not competing in the Micro-g NExT competition, 
new design choices were able to be made which allowed for a cheaper alternative design which 
prioritized prototyping and record-keeping for future knowledge-transfer. Notably, the team had 
the freedom to select the frequency of the distress beacon, which allowed for much smaller and 
less expensive antennae to be used as compared to the original design. Additionally, the team 
switched from a composite hull design to a 3D printed hull in order to save time, material costs, 
and to simplify the manufacturing process. An updated version of the CAD model for SAVER is 
shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1. CAD model of finalized SAVER design. 
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Overall, many advances were made in plans for mounting, packaging, navigation, and 
stability. Some specific changes to note were that the payload stored was moved to a detachable 
dry box on top of the vehicle, mechatronics sensors were moved to the bow and were made more 
external, and flat faces were added to the sides of the hull to accommodate propeller mounting.  
 
5.1 – Mechatronics Hardware and Navigation 
To get from the drop location to the astronaut, SAVER will move through four stages. 
First, SAVER will go through an initialization stage. A sequence of lateral movements allows the 
initial bearings to be read and the beginnings of a triangulation survey to be conducted. SAVER 
will then start its next stage using only direction finding to navigate.  
Once an initial bearing is found, SAVER will move at a 5-degree offset from that bearing 
and store it in memory along with the current GPS data. Over time this record of previous bearings 
and GPS locations will be used to triangulate the position of the beacon. From this data a 
probability zone will be calculated for the beacon location in real time. This zone will shrink the 
more data SAVER collects, but this method is fundamentally limited in its accuracy due to the 
uncertainty in bearing angles, which when compounded with the small angles that are being 
worked with, lead the team to design a third stage of navigation. An example of how this will be 









Figure 5.2. Simulation showing graphically the triangle created using the two 
bearing angles and the line segment generated by the difference in position. See 
Appendix E.1 for triangulation pseudocode.  
 
Since direction finding is only effective outside a particular range, the team needed to find 
a way to accurately measure the distance to the target so that SAVER can reliably position the 
payload 3 feet from the astronaut. When SAVER is within a range of 50 feet of the high probability 
zone, the third stage will begin. Navigation in this stage will be taken over by image recognition 
software searching the waters in front of the boat for the astronaut. SAVER will use artificial 
intelligence paired with a stereo camera to find the astronaut and the distance to them. This pairing 
will be able to find the location of the astronaut at a much higher precision than the direction-
finding triangulation. The final stage begins when SAVER is within 3 feet of the astronaut. All 
power to the thrusters will be cut for safety purposes and the device will wait for the astronaut to 
take the payload. Figure 5.3 shows a brief overview of how each piece of the electronics in SAVER 
will interact. The next sections will dive into the technology and more in-depth processes taken 
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Figure 5.3. Overall schematic of electronics in SAVER. The brain of the operation will be the 
NVIDIA Jetson. This will act as the microcontroller for the differential power system between 
the thrusters and the battery (1), run custom software to compare signal phase from the 
KerberosSDR and antennas (2), and utilize its preloaded artificial intelligence in junction with 
a stereo camera (3). 
 
5.1.1 – Direction Finding 
As previously stated in the research section of the project, there are multiple ways radio 
direction finding can be done, but due to the downscale of the project and limited funds, a cheaper 
option for antennas needed to be found. The KerberosSDR in Figure 5.4 is an off the shelf device 
that integrates four channels of software defined radio signals from four separate antennas for 
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Figure 5.4. Othernet’s KerberosSDR with 4 channel 
coherent RTL-SDR. 
 
The four antennas will receive a signal from the distress beacon at four different phases of 
the same wave form. Figure 5.4 shows an illustration of how this works5 shows an illustration of 
how this works. These phases are compared using software and known geometry of the antenna 
array to output a bearing. The reason behind the choice of the Kerberos is due to its price and the 
accessibility of the data. Most software defined radio receivers can only transmit data from one 
antenna. The Kerberos integrate four channels that are accessible through one data connection, 
making it simpler to perform phase coherence analysis simpler to perform software-based phase 
coherence analysis. It would be possible to fabricate a similar device using single receivers and 
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Figure 5.5. Phase difference in that each antenna sees to find direction. The colors on the phase 
histogram on the left shows the signal received by the corresponding antenna on the right. 
 
Because of its use in calculations for bearing, the distance between each element of the 
antenna array is critical. For the test signal of 900 MHz, each array needs to be spaced apart 100 
millimeters. This distance is calculated by converting the frequency of the signal to its 
complimentary wavelength and multiplying by the Kerberos’s spacing factor of 0.3 which is set 
by the manufacturer. This critical dimension led to the design choices for the exterior bow box in 
Figure 5.6 that will house the stereo camera system and position the antennas correctly. This device 
will be located by pins on the flat hull top to provide some height to the camera and antennas for 
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Figure 5.6. Exterior bow box housing stereo camera and positioning antennas. Uses gasket 
design for waterproofing and a polycarbonate window to allow vision for the stereo cameras 
but still provide waterproofing. The hole of top will be filled with a waterproof wire pass 
through which will feed the antenna wires inside the housing. 
 
5.1.2 – Close Range Navigation 
 The requirements of the SAVER’s microcontroller led to the choice of NVIDIA’s Jetson 
Nano. The Jetson met the more basic requirements of being able to utilize a stereo camera with its 
two CSI camera connectors and being powerful enough to run simultaneous software to interact 
with the Kerberos in testing. The main justification for the Jetson for this project is its preloaded 
AI for image recognition. NVIDIA has created an AI capable of finding an array of objects within 
an image, including humans, through learning done on billions of images. Figure 5.7 shows an 
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Figure 5.7. Image recognition done by the 
Jetson. Contains probability calculation 
results with each person. 
 
By combining this AI with a stereo camera, image recognition can be used on one of the 
camera outputs to find the astronaut in the water, and the distance data to the object can be collected 
from the set of cameras. Stereo cameras, similar to the one in Figure 5.8, work on the same 
principle that a person's eyes use for depth perception.  
 
Figure 5.8. Stereo cameras that will be used for 
image recognition and distance finding. 
 
Depth perception and image recognition is a better choice than other options like thermal 
recognition since it can block out noise such as other mammals or other hot debris which could 
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5.1.3 – Propulsion and Power 
After the speed requirements were dropped from the project, thruster selection became 
more based off price rather than thrust. A lower end thruster allowed the team to test the validity 
of the steering and navigation principles at a lower speed and price.  
Two thrusters were mounted to the sides of the hull and powered through individual electric 
speed controllers which allow for the differential power steering. A smaller duty cycle voltage 
output, from the Jetson to the speed controller, was upscaled to the proper power input needed by 
the thrusters from a single lithium-ion battery. The battery also powers the Kerberos and Jetson 
with the use of battery eliminator circuits or BECs. BEC’s were created for RC vehicles to step 
down power to a particular voltage and amperage to eliminate the need for running multiple power 
units in a small form factor device. This power system allowed for portability of the boat, saving 
time during testing.  
The 3-blade 12 volt propeller in Figure 5.9 is an RC boat propeller from the brand 
Yuenhoang and is capable of exceeding the minimum thrust requirements for the half scale device. 
The minimum thrust was found by performing a rough drag calculation for how much drag the 
vehicle would experience at 2m/s, the maximum speed requirement that was originally defined by 
NASA. While minimum top speed is no longer a requirement, it provides a good ball-park value 
to shoot for. This drag value, whose governing equations are located in Section 4.4, was found to 
be 12.4 Newtons for the reduced vehicle size; each propeller is capable of providing 29.43 
Newtons of thrust. These thrusters also feature an enclosed design which protects the blades from 
debris and the user from the blades. 
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The team used dynamics and fluid mechanics concepts and techniques to find the optimal 
location of the propellers to allow the vehicle to remain stable while keeping the propellers 
submerged. The free body diagram and mass acceleration diagram for the system can be found in 
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 respectively. The governing equations are also shown below. 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Free body diagram of system. 
 
 
Figure 5.11. Mass acceleration diagram of system with control volume in front. 
 
𝛴𝑀 = 𝐼 𝛼 + 𝑟 𝑥 𝑚𝑎 − Φ + Φ  
Assuming no changes in acceleration, 
𝛴𝑀 = 𝐼 𝛼 − Φ + Φ  
Substituting the variables in, this final equation is used: 
𝑇ℎ − 𝐹 𝑥 − 𝜌𝑔ℎ 𝐴 ℎ −
ℎ
3
+ 𝜌𝑔𝑉 𝑥 −
2𝑥
3
= 𝐼 𝛼 − 𝜌𝑣 𝐴 ℎ −
ℎ
3
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In the equation above, ρ is density of salt water, A is area of the front control surface, V is 
volume of water displaced by the bow of the boat, and ϴ is the approximated angle of the bow. 
The team then solved for α to show that the placement of the thrusters would not cause the vehicle 
to rotate. From this we found that mounting the propellers 17mm above the bottom of the ship 
would yield the appropriate amount of stability. 
 
5.2 – Payload 
The main purpose of this project is to deliver emergency supplies to stranded astronauts, 
so payload needed to be as accessible as possible. Originally, the plan for the payload was to store 
items internal to the hull. The payload was moved to a dry box on top of the hull throughout design 
revisions; this allowed for easier fabrication, simpler access to the payload items, and less potential 
ways for water will enter the hull or the dry box. In addition to potentially leaking onto electronics 
and creating a short circuit, water entering the hull or dry box could cause sloshing which decreases 
stability, and it would likely become a corrosion or sanitation issue over time. 
Because the vehicle was scaled down by a factor of two, the payload mass also decreased. 
The payload no longer encompassed the contents required from the competition, but rather a set 
of weights used to simulate a scaled payload. The total weight of the scaled down payload 
subsystem is approximately 3.1 kilograms, with the dry box accounting for 0.65 of those 
kilograms. The remainder of the weight was simulated using a purchased calibrated weight kit. 
The ability to use individual weights provide the opportunity to shift the payload and record 
responses to a varying total payload weight. Additionally, it aids in the testing of the center of 
gravity by being able to better-control mass distribution.  
The team selected the Pelican 1120 Protector Case to store the payload. This particular box 
was selected because it would be sturdy, waterproof, and to-scale; it would also be able to fit atop 
the vehicle without any issue and there would not be any concerns of whether water would enter 
the container prior to being received by the astronaut. The dry box’s internal volume is 
approximately 3600in3; with the specific density of iron at 127 cm3/kg, the dry box provides more 








Figure 5.12. Pelican™ 1120 payload storage dry box. 
 
The dry box was mounted to the hull using hardware from rubber latches as shown in 
Figure 5.13. These latches, which are commonly used on cooler chests, feature an ergonomic T-
handle which is easy to detach. In addition, common metal latches have more edges which could 
catch on to things and be harder to operate while wearing gloves. Since the astronauts will likely 
be wearing gloves, and wearing snag-able material, it is important that this detachment process be 
as simple and safe as possible.  
 
 
Figure 5.13. Rubber latch mechanism for securing payload dry box to SAVER hull. 
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Upon purchase of the rubber latches, the team discovered that the latches were much more 
rigid than expected. Using the initial rubber latch assembly, the team was able to mount and hook 
loops of elastic cables where the handles would have been, as shown in Figure 5.14. The elasticity 
of the cable allowed for a greater tolerance for how separated the components can be assembled 
from one another. It also simplified manufacturing, since the payload dry box no longer needed to 
be drilled. The one rig and two hooks were attached to each side of the hull. The cable could then 
be looped through the rig and tied; these loops would become mounting straps that go over the top 
of the payload box and secure over the hook. One or two cable loops could be used for each rig, 
but the team selected two because then it would be harder for the mount to accidentally come 
undone. It also allows for 16 points of contact with the box, as opposed to 8 if only using one cable 
per rig, which helped secure the box further. To prevent compromise of waterproof ability, 
mounting locations were coated in hot glue after assembly. 
 
Figure 5.14. Payload attachment to the SAVER vehicle. 
 
5.3 – Shell/Hull  
Early design considerations focused on the fluid interactions of the vehicle; our team was 
especially concerned about buoyancy and drag. Later, adjustments to design were geared toward 
packaging, mounting, and manufacturability. Figure 5.15 shows the shape of the selected final hull 
design. The pointed bottom shape breaks initial surface tension of the water when dropped, 
allowing for a lighter impact. The curved sides allow for better aerodynamics, and the flat faces 
Hook 
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allow the propellers to be easily mounted to the vehicle. The flat-top design with a lid was selected 
because it allowed for easy mounting and simple fabrication. In order to bolt the lid to the hull, use 
of gasket material was used to allow for a tighter, more waterproof seal between the lid and the 
hull. An additional gasket  
 
 
Figure 5.15. Final hull design of SAVER vehicle. 
 
The hull of the vehicle will be 3D printed with PLA filament in two parts, shown in Figure 
5.16. The flat lid will also be printed in two parts and held together by a figure-eight shaped key, 
shown in Figure 5.17. These components must be printed in parts due to tray size limitations on 
the 3D printers we have access to. The hull will include an interlocking key feature to guide the 
assembly. The individual pieces of the hull will be glued before being coated in a waterproofing 
material such as Flex Seal. Additionally, gaskets will be used in all interlocking features to ensure 
tight seals at any openings. The lid was attached to SAVER’s hull using M4 bolts. The 3D printed 
hull will contain connection point holes in which a nut will be secured with epoxy to avoid 
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Figure 5.16. Exploded CAD model of vehicle hull with 3-part print design and locating pins. 
 
 
Figure 5.17. Exploded CAD model of vehicle lid with three-part print design and locating keys. 
 
 The team considered using an interlocking key feature to guide the separate parts of the 
hull into place. The team printed and tested multiple different key designs to add structural integrity 
to the hull, shown in Figure 5.18. The different angles of keys tested for strength were 60°, 90°, 
120°, and 180°. The team tested two ways of mating the keys together: gorilla glue and plastic 
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strengthen the bond by any significant amount. Once the glue and plastic solidified, the keys were 
broken at the seam and it was found that the 90° key that was plastic welded was the strongest 
while the 120˚ key which was super glued was the weakest.  
 
 
Figure 5.18. Key-fitting features of two-part prints. 
 
 The 90° key design was then added on to the connection points of the hull. This was 
removed later due to print resolution issues and possible adhesion concerns that arose when 
selecting in the orientation of print. In its place, locating pins were used to help guide the bottom 
edge into place and the side walls were aligned by sight, as shown in Figure 5.19. These pins also 
had the added benefit of reinforcing the bottom of the vehicle, which would see the greatest impact 
when dropped into the water. Wall thickness was also increased to support the structural integrity 
of the hull.  
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Individual pieces of the hull were plastic welded before being coated in Flex Seal for 
waterproofing. Hot glue was used where possible to prevent water from accidentally entering the 
hull through mounting and wiring locations. Additionally, gaskets were used in all interlocking 
features to ensure tight seals at any openings.  
 Lowering the center of gravity as much as possible increases stability and helps prevent 
the vehicle from capsizing. Figure 5.20 shows the team’s initial plan to use 15 quarter-inch steel 
rods to help lower the center of gravity. The modelled location of the center of gravity on the 
complete assembly is shown in Figure 5.21. 
 
Figure 5.20. Ballast weighting for improved balance and stability. 
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 The ballasts were not used in the final design, as they ended up not being necessary. 
However, they are a useful facilitator in increasing stability and should definitely be used in 
designs for future Cal Poly SAVER teams. 
 A smaller scale of the hull was printed and tested to prove and gain a better intuition of the 
system’s stability, shown in Figure 5.22. This test proved that the current shape and center of 
gravity of the hull is inherently stable and will not cause the vehicle to be top heavy. Even by 
adding masses that would bring the center of gravity upward or change the front-back position, the 
hull was able to be dropped from a fairly substantial height and still land upright. 
 
 
Figure 5.22. Printed prototype of hull. 
 
5.4 – Changes Since Critical Design Review 
 Since SAVER’s Critical Design Review (CDR), the SAVER team has chosen to go a 
different direction with the payload attachment method. There have also been improvements to the 
final design direction. Some of these changes were mentioned in context earlier, but they will be 
discussed again to draw attention to the change. Since the SAVER 1 and SAVER 2 teams separated 
to concentrate on their own subsystems after that point, everything from this section forward 
strictly details SAVER 1’s decisions regarding the body and payload. All navigation and control 
details are contained within the second SAVER senior project team’s report. 
One major update made after CDR was mounting mechanism. The rubber latches which 
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distance. Drilling a hole into the payload box also had potential to compromise the water-tightness 
of the box. For these reasons, SAVER chose to replace the rubber attachment straps with a series 
of rubber-nylon elastic cords. This configuration, as seen below, proved to be a quicker method of 
unloading the payload when compared to the original securing mechanism. Since unloading speed 
was one of the primary components of accessibility, the incorporated change was pushed into the 
final verification prototype. Since the team already had hardware from the rubber latches, that 
hardware was repurposed to aid in mounting with the elastic cables. Multiple mounting patterns 
were considered, and the design shown in Figure 5.23 was selected. This design features two cable 
loops mounted at the center rig of each side of the vehicle, which are then wrapped over the payload 
box to one of the two hooks on the other side.  
 
 
Figure 5.23. Rubber-nylon elastic cord payload attachment method and pattern. 
 
 In addition to changing the payload mounting, the team also did not incorporate ballasts in 
the final product. Without the payload box attached, the boat floated upright fine and appeared to 
be quite stable. The hull did lose its stability when the payload box was added, so in that case 
weights from the calibration weight set were placed into the hull instead of a ballast rod.  
 Another major change to the assembly was the hull thickness. During preliminary 
interactions with the printed boat, it sheared along its line of print upon being dropped from a few 
feet above the water, as shown in Figure 5.24. This, amongst some other identified areas of 
improvement, led the team to redesign and print a new hull. The primary changes made to this hull 
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layer bonding. The team encountered some issues updating the CAD, leading to a virtually 
complete redesign of the CAD model. Because of this, the outline of the hull changed slightly and 
a new lid also had to be printed to accommodate this change. 
 
 
Figure 5.24. Fracture in 3mm thick hull. 
 
 In addition to hull thickness, a few other aspects of the hull were also updated. While 
mounting the lid to the hull, the team noted that the gasket near the front of the hull was notably 
less compressed. Only one bolt was originally on the bow of the hull to accommodate SAVER 2’s 
external hardware box. Seeing the weakness, the SAVER 1 team deemed that area in critical need 
of additional mounting hardware and worked with the SAVER 2 team to accommodate this. 
Gaskets and washers were later added to the top of the lid to keep the bolting locations watertight. 
Lastly, the position of the nuts was moved from the top of the mounting locations to allow for 
material to clamp to. This also led to for easier fabrication and installation. An overview of all of 
the hull shape designs from the beginning of the project to the end are included in Figure 5.25. 
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Figure 5.25. Evolution of SAVER’s hull design. 
 
6 – Manufacturing  
 This portion of the CDR highlights the processes the SAVER teams followed to 
manufacture their verification prototype. After the scope of the project changed due to not making 
it to the next phase of the competition, the team’s model was simplified to allow for ease of 
manufacturing and to greater increase the project’s chances of success in the future. This 
simplification involved the reduction of SAVER’s size and its payload carrying capabilities. The 
overall length became roughly one-half meter, and the payload moved to be within a dry box 
externally secured to SAVER’s top deck. Additionally, the motors and propellers used to drive 
SAVER were reduced in size to coincide with the lessened thrust requirements.  
 After CDR, the manufacturing plan was divided between SAVER teams. The 
manufacturing team (SAVER 1) was responsible for the hull, top deck, payload, and propulsion 
system. The general manufacturing plan for SAVER 1 is in Table 6.1. The remaining electronics 
to include the navigation and controller system have been manufactured by the mechatronics team 
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team’s responsibilities. The two main subcategories within the manufacturing plan include the 
main SAVER body and the electronics that will be powering/navigating the vehicle. The general 
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Table 6.1. Manufacturing Team Manufacturing Plan 
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Key limitations of 
this operation places 
on any parts made 
from it  
Hull  
Outer shell  RM  3D printer + PLA 
filament  
A single team 
member's 3D 
printer  
3D print;  
Bond print 
connections;  
Coat shell in 
sealant (Flex 
Spray)  
3D printer bed space will 
require print to be broken 
into multiple parts;  
Different machines have 
varying tolerances  
Weatherproofing 
Foam  MP  
Foam used for 
waterproofing  
On a hard 







bottom of lid;  
Use soldering 
iron to poke 
holes in foam 
for bolts  
Accuracy and 
smoothness of edge and 
hole placement is limited 
to manufacturer's manual 
ability  
Infill  RM  Expanding foam  
Purchase raw 
material, 





into hull shell 
cavity;  




Foam will likely cover 
wiring, preventing 
future modifications from 
the interior    
Attachment 








tools to attach 
fasteners  
Depth of mounting 
hardware constrained by 
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Payload  
Dry box  P  N/A  
Purchase 
online from 
Pelican Case  
N/A  
Size of dry box will be 
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Use proper 
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Depth of mounting 
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Microcontroller Nvidia Jetson 
Nano (4GB) 
V3 
P n/a Purchased 
from Nvidia 
n/a n/a 
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online 
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 The entirety of the parts for SAVER 1 were purchased from an online retailer. The raw 
materials, modified parts, and purchased parts were all purchased from the same online retailer. 
The entirety of the project was manufactured in a team member’s home. Some of the tools used 
during the manufacturing process were already owned by the team and were not included in the 
manufacturing plan for this reason. 
 
6.1 – Hull & Lid  
Because the SAVER teams no longer needed to print a full-scale model, a half-scale proof-
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freedom to fabricate a detailed custom hull shape using current available resources, which were 
limited due to COVID-19. Using the scaled down SAVER CAD model, the vehicle’s hull and 
lid were printed in 3 parts using standard PLA filament. Indexing points were added to the model 
to allow for assembly into one cohesive unit. From prior testing, the team found that it was 
feasible and secure to attach these pieces using plastic welding methods. Please reference the step-
by-step manufacturing sequence below. The guidelines for printing both the hull and the lid, or 
“top deck,” follow these instructions.  
1. Convert existing Solidworks file to STL file.  
2. Import STL file into slicing software that converts the file to G code for use by 
the printer.  
3. Save G code file onto thumb drive and export to printer.  
4. Begin print.   
5. Once print is complete, remove any support material not needed for final 
prototype. Verify that all mounting hardware fits, otherwise adjust until it 
does. (Repeat for each part of SAVER printed.)  
6. Use a soldering iron to melt and permanently 
combine pieces of the SAVER vehicle where the edges of each individual part 
meet. Make sure that some of these bonds go deeply into the material. Some extra 
filament from the spool may be necessary to fill gaps or smooth surfaces.  
7. Plug mounting holes with hot glue or something similar.  
8. Coat entire outside of hull in waterproof coating, preferably Flex Seal.  
9. Allow adequate time for coating to dry as per manufacturer’s specifications and 
remove mounting hole plugs.  
  
For post-processing, the majority of work was done using hands and a soldering iron. 
However, it was helpful to have needle nose pliers, some sort of thin chisel, and diagonal cutters.  
There were quite a few potential hazards in the process of manufacturing the body of the 
vehicle. Some are lower risk, such as possible pinch points and edges on the boat itself. The 
highest risk hazards were predominantly present in the post-processing steps, such as sharp 
edges from tools, fumes from melting PLA, heat from the soldering iron, and projectiles from 
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limbs, keeping the workspace well ventilated, being aware of surroundings, wearing safety 
glasses, and possibly even wearing work gloves.  
Each print takes a substantial amount of time and support material, so some efforts were 
made to reduce manufacturing cost. First and foremost, the orientation of the print was selected as 
shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. This orientation allowed for minimal use of support material in the 
hull and reduced turnover time for the lid parts. Since not all orientations were in-line with each 
other once assembled and there were some inconsistencies due to calibration and warping, the 
pieces did not fit perfectly together. Tack welding the indexing points together allowed for enough 
hold while completing the remainder of the joining processes. For what ended up being 
interference fits, sandpaper and heat-removal methods were used until the pieces fit together. With 
that said, some adjustments were made to the final system print to further reduce post-processing 
time, including an allowed clearance fit for certain areas.   
  
  









Figure 6.2. SAVER lid print orientation.  
 
 In addition to the print orientation, print settings had a drastic impact on manufacturing 
time. There was tradeoff between print densities, print speeds, and reliability for the exterior, infill, 
and support material. For the support material, it was best to have a faster and less dense fill to 
reduce print time and allow for easy removal; that said, enough material had to be laid down to not 
collapse and to ultimately support the overhangs. For the infill, since the wall thickness isn’t too 
high, it worked out to select a medium print density. The printers used for the team’s manufacturing 
were limited by geometry and nozzles. Ideally, a dissolvable support filament could be used to 
dramatically reduce team members’ active post-processing time.  
Some lessons learned from this manufacturing process were implemented during the 
process, such as reducing the density of support material. Initial testing also showed us that the 
support and time saved by printing the mid-section of the hull in the upright orientation 
actually compromised the integrity of the structure when the hull experienced an 
impact. The original tolerances were designed to be transition fits, but due to calibration errors, 
expansion, and warping they ended up being printed as interference fits. It was also beneficial to 
move the location of where the bolts were designed to fit so that less stresses were put on the 
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6.2 – Waterproofing  
The SAVER hull needed to be waterproof to prevent water from reaching and 
damaging the electronic hardware within. This was accomplished by coating the outer side of the 
hull and lid with Flex Seal spray. The steps used for coating the hull can be seen below.  
1. Fill the holes on the hull and lid, used for mounting, with hot glue or similar 
sealant.  
2. Place the flat surface of the hull and the bottom side of the lid on a protected level 
surface to control what is exposed to Flex Seal spray.  
3. Spray SAVER in consistent sweeping passes.  
4. Allow the Flex Seal to dry for at least three hours and add a second coat.  
In order to waterproof the area where the lid attaches to the hull, the team used a gasket to 
seal the connection. The team used a weatherproofing foam strip with an adhesive side, but any 
gasket material rated for waterproofing would work fine. This was attached to bottom of the lid 
around the edges. The steps used for applying the gasket can be seen below. Note that the lid 
components were assembled before the gasket was applied.  
1. Lay the completed lid assembly face-down as an outline for the gasket material.   
2. Line up the gasket material to the edge of the hull/lid.  
3. Arrange or cut the material to trace the outer edge of the hull/lid outline. (Note 
that it is better to remove too little material than too much.)  
4. Cut or melt out screw holes using X-Acto knife or soldering iron.  
5. (Optional) Apply a strong adhesive between the gasket material and bottom 
surface of the lid to secure the positioning.  
  
Once the hull and lid were printed and assembled, SAVER 2’s electronics were installed. 
The final step to completing the vehicle’s hull was to apply the infill foam to the interior shell in 
the remaining space surrounding the electronics. The steps to infilling the hull can be seen below.  
1. Ensure that all sensitive electronics and relevant ports are taped off and/or sealed 
to prevent foam from entering.  
2. Spray expanding foam into cavity in small increments. Allow the foam to rise and 
settle prior to adding additional foam to avoid overfilling the hull.  
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4. Trim excess foam off the top of SAVER to allow for proper mating of the top 
deck.  
  
Once the gasket was applied and the foam infill was cured, the top deck was installed. The 
lid was installed by making sure the gasket was resting along the rim of the completed SAVER 
hull and then the lid was attached using the purchased M4 nut and bolt combination. The final 
results appear as shown in Figure 6.3.  
  
  
Figure 6.3. 3D printed SAVER assembly with gasket and mounting hardware.  
 
 
The indexing points shown in the CAD model in Figure 6.4 provide insight as to how the holes 
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Figure 6.4. Hull indexing points for SAVER vehicle.   
 
When waterproofing the hull and lid, several lessons were learned during the 
manufacturing process. When spraying the Flex Seal, it was best to spray in many quick passes 
rather than one slow pass. This helped reduce the likelihood of the Flex Seal buildup running and 
creating streak marks. Additionally, when affixing the lid to the hull, it was best to tighten each 
bolt little by little in a circular pattern to evenly compress the waterproofing gasket.  
  
6.3 – Payload  
 
The payload was stored in a purchased Pelican dry box. This dry box was attached to the 
top deck of SAVER using the purchased attachment hardware, as shown in Figure 6.5. The 
followed steps to mount the dry box can be seen below.   
1. Bolt the pegs for the rubber-nylon elastic cords to the outside 2 holes. Repeat for the 
opposite side of the dry box.  
2. Place the rubber-nylon elastic cords looped under the U-shaped attachment hardware and 
affix to the two center holes. Repeat for the opposite side of the dry box.  
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Figure 6.5. Pelican™ 1120 payload storage dry box on the SAVER vehicle.  
 
 6.4 – Cost  
While the manufacturing of the prototype required very few machine shop 
hours, each print took about nine to ten hours finish with a total of four prints. The team only 
spent $105.58 on the material, while our previous estimated cost was $164 leaving 
us with a surplus of $58.42.   
 
7 – Design Verification  
 
This chapter entails how the SAVER 1 team tested their final design and how the results 
of these tests will be interpreted. Additionally, it will lay out the testing procedure for each 
specification and the processes for performing, documenting, and validating each test. The full 
description of the teams’ design verification is in Appendix H. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the 
tests were performed spaced apart and outdoors to limit risk.  
Before any official tests were conducted, some basic sanity checks were performed. The 
team verified that there were no visible cracks or clear openings in the vehicle. When first placing 
the vehicle into the water, they were also able to verify that the vehicle floats upright and is at least 
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propellers are significantly submerged in the water. There are other experiments and sanity checks 
that may be performed, but these are the most important initial checks to be performed before 
official testing.   
 
Figure 7.1. SAVER vehicle floating without payload or weights.  
 
Testing of the SAVER vehicle was broken down into 4 main tests. These tests were 
optimized to include all of the critical functions of the SAVER vehicle. The tests and their 
respective results are highlighted in the following subchapters.   
  
Table 7.1. Overview of each test performed and its respective outcome.   
SAVER 1 Testing 







7.1 – SAVER Stability  
In order to affectively navigate the open ocean, it is critical that the SAVER vehicle be able 
to remain stable despite the center of gravity shifting due to the payload. The test involved placing 
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was placed stationary in a large body of water during the test. A detailed test procedure can be 
found in Appendix H. The performance of the test was determined on a pass/fail basis. A total 
angle was created by adding the absolute value of each angle about each axis of rotation. A total 
angle of 22.5 degrees was considered to be the maximum allowable tilt in any direction. The 
results of the test can be seen below in Table 7.2.  
  
Table 7.2. The table above shows the collected data for the SAVER stability test. The location 
shows the placement of the 500-gram test weight and the direction is indicated as seen in the 
Measurement Direction column.  
Test #  
X Axis - Angle 
[ 0.5 degrees ] 
Z Axis - Angle 
[ 0.5 degrees ] 
Total Angle 
[ 0.707 degrees ] 
Location 
[ 0.5 cm ] 
Measurement 
Direction 
1  -7 -1 8 0 Center 
2  0 0 0 1 Right 
3  0 -2 2 2 Right 
4  0 0 0 3 Right 
5  0 -1 1 4 Right 
6  0 0 0 5 Right 
7  20 0 20 1 Left 
8  0 1 1 2 Left 
9  0 0 0 3 Left 
10  0 0 0 4 Left 
11  0 1 1 5 Left 
12  2 -3 5 2 Forward 
13  0 -5 5 4 Forward 
14  0 -13 13 6 Forward 
15  1 -20 21 8 Forward 
16  1 0 1 10 Forward 
17  0 -8 8 2 Backward 
18  1 -12 13 4 Backward 
19  0 -13 13 6 Backward 
20  1 -20 21 8 Backward 
21  2 0 2 10 Backward 
  
As the data shows, SAVER passed the stability test. The results show that SAVER’s total 
angle in any direction did not exceed 22.5 degrees. This test justifies the vehicle’s stability 
performance specification. The equation used to calculate and propagate the angle uncertainty can 
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 𝜃 =  |𝜃 | +  |𝜃 | Eq. 7.1 
 𝜎 =  𝜎 + 𝜎  Eq. 7.2 
 
7.2 – SAVER Waterproofing  
After stability was verified, the waterproof properties of the vehicle were tested. The test 
was performed by placing SAVER into a bathtub or pool and submerging it for 5 minutes to see if 
it remains dry internally. This test was verified with a pass/fail criterion; the inside of SAVER 
must remain completely dry in order to pass. This test is important because the electronics inside 
the vehicle will short if exposed to water, damaging hardware and possibly posing a safety hazard. 
Too much water consumed by the vehicle would also lead to the vehicle being unable to float on 
the surface of the water. The SAVER vehicle failed this test during the first testing procedure, as 
air was found to be leaking out of some, but not all, of the mounts on the lid. This leak is visible 
in Figure 7.2 below.  
  
  
Figure 7.2. Bubbles signify the locations of leaks on the front and back ends of SAVER.  
  
After failing this test, some adjustments were made to fix the issue. A thin foam gasket was 
used in-between the bolt head and the lid to provide a tighter seal as shown in Figure 7.3. After 
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appear when there are no leaks. Passing the waterproofing test leaves the team confident in the 
vehicle’s ability to conduct ocean operations.   
  
  
Figure 7.3. SAVER vehicle with added gasket material on the lid.  
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7.3 – SAVER Payload Accessibility   
The next test verified that the external payload dry box could be quickly and easily 
removed. This payload box would be holding medical supplies for the astronauts, so it is critical 
that the payload is extremely simple to detach even with limitations. The payload for our design 
was held down in the configuration shown in Figure 7.5 using bungee cords. The SAVER vehicle 
was placed into the water and two users had to remove the payload box under a variety of 
conditions, including with only one hand, with the users’ non-dominant hands, and gloved. The 
test was evaluated on a pass/fail basis. The user accessing the payload in less than 120 seconds 
was to be considered passing. Results from this test are shown in Table 7.3.  
  
  
Figure 7.5. Bungee cord strap configuration for SAVER’s payload box.  
Table 7.3. SAVER payload accessibility test results showing the time and which hand was used 
in the test.   
Test #  Time [ MM:SS ]  Conditions (i.e. which hand)  Test Proctor  
1  00:20  Dominant  Holly  
2  00:18  Nondominant  Holly  
3  00:22  Dominant gloved  Holly  
4  00:19  Dominant  Zach  
5  00:13  Nondominant  Zach  
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The results in Table 7.3.1 shown above determined that SAVER passed the payload 
accessibility test. The original passing criteria for the test was 120 seconds to access the payload. 
Once testing was complete, it was observed that this time was likely too long, and the test occurred 
rather quickly. The test results show that a person in distress could quickly and easily access the 
payload regardless of which hand they used.  
  
7.4 – SAVER Drop Impact  
The team tested the structural integrity and shock absorption of the SAVER vehicle with 
an impact test. Unlike the prior tests, in order to test this specification, SAVER will be dropped 
from a height of 5 feet. This will be tested with a pass/fail criterion; the hull must not fracture as a 
result of being dropped. The vehicle was dropped from 5 feet high both with and without 
the propellers, and the drop with the propellers made a significantly larger splash. That said, the 
vehicle was sometimes prone to “bellyflopping” when dropped without propellers, while we were 
unable to get that abrupt, loud impact while propellers were attached. Each test, with and without 
the propellors resulted in a pass. Passing the drop test shows that the vehicle could be dropped 
from a UAV. If higher drop points were required, refinement of the hull structure would be needed 
to ensure structural stability.   
 
8 – Project Management  
 
8.1 – Design Method 
While perhaps an oversimplified way of describing this project, the design, build, test 
series of events is the template the team ultimately followed. The level of detail involved in each 
step was certainly more complex than the phrase hints at, but the verdict stands. The process of 
analysis and design justification were fundamental in the development of this project. In this 
way, no changes or additions to the design plan were implemented without some serious 
justification. Whether that be through the use of analysis or decision matrices, justification of 
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8.2 – Design Method Assessment 
In order to critique the design process followed, it is best to first highlight the successes. 
Beginning in Fall of 2020, design was underway to come up with a reliable design that was 
feasible given the manufacturing and design constraints. This was perhaps the most intricate part 
of the process and for this reason, was the most successful. The sheer amount of iteration and 
justification produced a design that the team was confident could be a success.  
Beginning with manufacturing, the team began to experience more hiccups. Due to the 
exploratory nature of manufacturing, the team had to use some trial and error to develop an 
efficient manufacturing process. There were also some design improvements that were hard to 
predict without a physical model present to assemble and work with. If the project was to be 
redone, the team would likely do more small-scale manufacturing prior to attempting to build the 
full-scale model. With regards to testing, the team’s tests went relatively smoothly. While early 
testing of initial prototypes was conducted, more frequent testing in the early stages would have 
likely contributed to a greater success. 
Overall, this design, build, and test skeleton provided a solid backing for the flow of the 
project. That said, having more “test” early on would be beneficial to the outcome of the project. 
 
9 – Conclusions and Recommendations  
 Although the scope of this project changed somewhat significantly since the Preliminary 
Design Review, the team was able to stay optimistic and energetic about the project. The team is 
also excited to be able to pass on our knowledge, from the design process to the future teams that 
take on the competition.  
 The team has learned a lot throughout the last year and is eager to see where the project 
goes from here. One of the biggest struggles the team dealt with the entire time was 
communication. Staying in touch with everyone is paramount and everyone should be 
responsible to checking with the team. Another big recommendation for any senior project team 
in general is to iterate early and iterate often. Since the vehicle is prone to being top-heavy, 
which interferes with stability, the team recommends the use of ballasts to bring the center of 
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avoided. This is because larger models require lots of print time and resources, and the process of 
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Appendix C: Drawing Package and Specifications Sheets 
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Specifications Sheets: 
1. Pelican 1120 Protection Case 
2. Rubber Latch 
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(2) Rubber Latch Specification Sheet: 
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Appendix E: Engineering analysis 
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Appendix J: SAVER 1 User Manual  
 
Parts List  
 Hull  
 Lid  
 Pelican box  
 M4-07 X 16mm socket cap screw (9)  
 Elastic straps (2)  
 Elastic strap attachment points (6)  
PPE Required – NA  
User Assembly – NA  





Figure 1. Pelican dry box and elastic strap assembly.  
  
1. Place payload inside of Pelican box  
2. Close Pelican lid and securely fasten the two case locking clamps  
3. Place the Pelican box on the back of the lid and secure it by stretching the elastic 
straps over the top of the box and attach them to the other side. Be sure to have parts 
of the elastic go around the corners to prevent slippage forward and back.  
4. Complete final check of system ensuring lid fastening bolts, Pelican box lid, and 




Appendix K: Safety Hazards  
Complete final check of system ensuring lid fastening bolts, Pelican box lid, and straps are 
secure  
 
When operating the SAVER vehicle, special attention should be placed on the safety 
hazard items listed below. A comprehensive breakdown of the safety hazards involved with 
the electronic/propulsion system can be seen in the SAVER 2 user manual.  
 
 Avoid pinch points created between the Pelican box lid and Pelican box 
body  
 Avoid pinch points created between Pelican box locking clamps and Pelican 
box body  
 Always stretch elastic straps away from the body to prevent injury in the 




















Appendix L: Test Procedures 
Impact Test 
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Payload Test 
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Stability Test 
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Waterproofing Test 
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